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✓ Participation and presentation of article in 6th international bioinformatics congress 
✓ Participation and presentation of article in 2th international biotechnology congress 
✓ The microbial control processes in production of pharmaceutical products 
✓ HPLC, capillary electrophoresis, NMR, circular dichorism (CD) 
✓ Linux, R software 
✓ Workshop of prediction of protein structures and modeling method and Molecular 

Dynamics 
✓ Antibody structure prediction and engineering
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Quality By Design(QbD) and Design of experiments(DOE): Minitab software, Design 
expert 
Protein purification and chromatography 
High throughput screening 
Protein preparation and characterization techniques: FPLC, Tangential flow filtration 
(TFF), Amicon, SPAK filtration, Depth filtration, SDS-PAGE, Western Blotting, Lowry and 
Bradford, Coomassie and silver staining, ELISA development, HPLC, Lipid concentration 
assay 
Cell Culture: 
Suspend and adherent cell culture, Cell defreezing, Primary cell culture (spleen 
lymphocytes), Cell counting,... 
Molecular techniques: 
Real time and conventional PCR, LAMP assay, Digestion, Ligation, Transformation, Protein 
induction, RNA , DNA and plasmid extraction, DNA vaccine production and purification.... 
Immunology: 
Cytokine assay, MTT test .... 
Bioinformatics: 
Primer and probe designing by different software for diagnostic and cloning purposes, 
Epitope mapping, Tri-dimensional softwares and protein engineering, Vaccine designing.... 
Animal handling: 
Subcutaneous and muscular injections, Tumour induction, Bleeding .... 
Softwares: SPSS, Minitab, Photoshop, Microsoft office 
Foreign language: 
English 
Others: website designing, Digital marketing,.. 


